**YALE/LIFTMASTER**

**SMART KEYPAD LEVER**

Brings keyless entry to doors with no deadbolt.

### AVAILABLE FINISHES

- SATIN NICKEL
- OIL RUBBEED BRONZE

### ADD-ONS:

- **GARAGE DOOR OPENER**
  - Model 85503
  - This revolutionary garage door opener comes with a 360-degree motion-activated camera and streams 1080p live video from the garage to a smart device.

- **GARAGE DOOR OPENER**
  - Model 85503-267
  - This revolutionary garage door opener comes with a 360-degree motion-activated camera and streams 1080p live video from the garage to a smart device. Comes with additional remote.

- **SMART GARAGE CAMERA**
  - View and control your garage with this 1080P FHD 140 Degree Wide Angle Camera.

---

**FEATURES**

- **SMARTPHONE CONTROL** - Securely lock, unlock and view door activity in the myQ® app.
- **ILLUMINATED KEYPAD** - Enter your code using the backlit keypad.
- **KEY FREE** - No key hole means no lock picking or keys to lose.
- **9V BATTERY BACK-UP** - Never worry about getting locked out due to dead batteries.
- **BACKED BY YALE**, the world’s favorite lock brand since 1840. Lifetime limited warranty on finish and mechanical. Two years for electronics.
- **WORKS WITH KEY BY AMAZON**: Locks when an in-garage delivery occurs, then unlocks when the garage door closes to provide a seamless delivery experience.

**myQ** integrates with leading smart home platforms. Visit myQ.com to learn more.
### STANDARD SPECS.

**FUNCTION: ENTRY**
Latch operated from outside by keypad, Inside by T turn.

**COLORS**
Satin Nickel, Oil Rubbed Bronze

**GRADE**
Grade 2: A156.36 ANSI/BHMA

**HANDING**
Self handing (Please hand while in unlocked position)

**DOOR SPECS**
- 2 1/8" Face Bore, 1" Edge Bore, 2 3/8" or 2 3/4" Backset

**LATCH FRONT**
RC (Round Corner)

**DOOR THICKNESS**
- 1-3/8" - 1-3/4"

**STRIKE**
- 1 1/8" x 2 3/4"

**STRIKE FRONT**
RC (Round Corner)

**LOCK DIMENSION**
- Exterior 2 9/16" x 2 7/16" x 6 1/16"  
  Interior 2 3/4" x 3" x 6 3/8"

**SHIPPING WEIGHT**
- 7 lbs.

**CONNECTIVITY**
Pair with included 821LMC for remote control of Lock